Abstract. The new method for efficient computation of fundamental units of an algebraic number field originated by two of the authors in part I is used to develop a powerful computer program. Besides the description of this program part II contains a complete list of fundamental units of algebraic number fields of degree n = 3, 4, 5, 6 and small absolute discriminant.
Introduction. In part I of this paper we described the theoretical improvements of our method of computing fundamental units in algebraic number fields which we achieved in the last few years. Those improvements were of considerable influence on the corresponding computer program. Since its first 1976 [2] implementation it was completely rewritten and changed in so many details that a new presentation cannot be avoided.
In Sections 1 and 2 of this paper we describe the applications of part I [6] to the algorithm for constructing fundamental units. Section 3 contains a complete list of numerical examples concerning algebraic number fields of small degree and small absolute discriminant. Besides the fundamental units the tables contain much information about fields of degree five and six which was so far unknown. The determination of those fields (and their subfields) is described in [3] . Besides the fundamental units we also listed the order of the torsion subgroup TUF of the unit group U, whenever it is different from 2. It was computed by the methods of Section 2 of [5] .
All computations were carried out on the Control Data Cyber 76 of the Computer Center of the University of Cologne.
1. Input Data and Initialization. We consider algebraic number fields F which are given by their degree n over the rational number field Q and a monic irreducible polynomial (1.1) fix) = x" + axx"~l + ■ ■ ■ +an GZ [x] such that F = Q(p) for a root p of /. It is convenient to provide an integral basis co,, . . . , co" of F for the input. (Integral bases can be computed by the methods in [1] , for example.) Hence we assume that we know a matrix M 6Z"X" and a positive integer m such that (1.2) (co,, . . . , «J = 1(1, p, . . . , p"-')Af'
is an integral basis of F. For the second step of the algorithm, the computation of fundamental units from a maximal set of independent ones, we need a lower bound RL for the regulator RF of F. The number RL is the only floating-point number among the input data.
After the input is read we carry out some calculations relating to F which need to be done only once. Here and in the sequel we apply both fixed-point and floating-point arithmetics. Though it would be adequate for the problem to work only with integers this is not convenient and even slows down computations. We give a few reasons for this phenomenon.
In the course of the computations it is necessary to use rational numbers, for example, in solving systems of equations. But the appropriate arithmetic for rational numbers can hardly be realized on most computers because of bounded word-size. The implementation of higher level languages like Scratchpad or MACSYMA, where the numbers are allowed to be arbitrarily large, strongly depends on the type of the computer. Usually the facilities for using higher level languages are very limited.
The main algorithm produces lots of numbers of bounded absolute value of the norm. Therefore the method to compute those values should be as fast as possible. Integral computation methods require the determination of the right regular representation matrix and the computation of its determinant. Besides the remarks above the evaluation of a determinant costs 0(n3) operations. But computing the conjugates co/^ as complex numbers instead, we need only 0(n2) operations for the computation of a norm. Of course we have to take care of round-off errors. An error analysis will be given below.
Since we did our computations on a CDC-machine, we have a further reason to use floating-point arithmetic. There are not any hardware commands for integer multiplication or division. Hence it is only natural to do without.
All integral calculations are concerned with the construction of a multiplication table for the integral basis co,, . . . , to". For this purpose we apply elementary unimodular transformations to M from the right to obtain M in Hermite normal form, i.e., we obtain a new integral basis co,, . . . , co", where the entries m{J of M now satisfy m" =0 for 1 < / <j < n; (1.3) mM > 0, 0 < mß < mjj < m for 7 = 1, ..., n, i = 1,... ,j -1.
Next we must reduce powers pk for k > n by (1.1), i.e., f(p) = 0, leading to R eZ("-1)Xn defined by p'-'p"-1 = 2 R(i+j-n-\,k)pk (1.4) *=i (i +j -2 = n, n + 1.2/1-2).
From (1.4) we easily derive a multiplication table for products of basis elements co,, For floating-point calculations first of all we need to compute all zeros p = p" . . . , pn of fix). We order them as usual such that (1.6) p" . . . , pf] E R; ft| +.,P"£C\R, p~r¡+i = pri + f2+1 (1 < i < r2).
The computation is done by the ZPOLR routine of the IMSL library which is available at most computer centers. The routine yields the zeros up to single machine precision, in our case 14 digits. Also we obtain the rank r of the unit group UF of F, (1.7) r= rx + r2-I.
At the next step we compute the conjugates <o,^ (i,j = 1, . . . , n) on an array D eR"*" by (1.6) and (1.2).
(1.8) D(i,j) := cop> for 1 < j < rx, Re cop* for rx + \ < j < rx + r2, (i = I, . . ., n).
Im co^ for rx + r2 + 1 < j < n, Then for any integer x = £,co, + • • • +|"co" G oF its absolute norm is easily calculated by means of
Since the right-hand side of (1.9) is computed in floating-point and N(x) is an integer, we must make sure that the round-off error is less than 0.5.
Since the zeros of/are calculated up to single machine precision, we assume that they are affected by an error e which is less than 10"l4 in our case. Hence we obtain an error for D(i,j) of size Since all x G oF whose norms we compute in this way stem from some transformation of the fundamental parallelotope it, \N(x)\ is bounded from above by a constant UB which can easily be calculated ((1.3), (1.4) in [6] ). Therefore the total error in computing N(x) is bounded by (1.12) g^UB^-jj-i \x | For 8 < 0.2 the norm computation is certainly correct. For 5 > 0.2 we either eliminate x, or-if we can expect \N(x)\ to be small-we compute N(x) as the determinant of the right regular representation matrix of x.
2. The Algorithm. As described in part I of this paper [6] we construct integers x G oF of bounded norm and try to extract units from them. We store integers of norms | N(x)\ > 1 into an array V, independent units into an array VU. Let NO be the number of x in V, NU the number of units in VU. The initial values are NO = NU = 0, of course. We now state the algorithm and give the necessary explanations below.
1. Algorithm for the Computation of Fundamental Units. 1. If all lattice points of the parallelotope under consideration are eliminated (see 2), make a linear transformation and compute the lattice points of the transformed parallelotope.
2. Take the next lattice point, eliminate it from the set under consideration and compute the corresponding integer x G oF and |7V(x)|.
3. Test x with respect to V and VU. 4. If NU = r, go to 5, else to 1.
5. Compute a system of fundamental units from VU(l), . . . , VU(r). While this presentation gives an overall plan of the algorithm, we need be more specific in regard to most of its steps.
Step 1. Transformations of the fundamental parallelotope and the determination of the lattice points in the transformed parallelotope were discussed at length in [6] . The implementation of those methods on a computer only requires the computation of the Hermite normal form of a matrix and some elementary integral calculations.
Step 2. Methods for the computation of \N(x)\ were developed in Section 1 of this paper.
Step 3. This step is elementary again, but it requires a careful consideration of all possibilities which can occur. Hence we explain this step in greater detail. In case x is a unit, we examine whether it is dependent on VU(l), . . . , VU(NU) (see [2] ). If it is, eliminate x and go to 1. Otherwise set NU ■= NU + 1, VU(NU) := x, and go to 4. In case |7V(jc)| > 1, we proceed to check the multiplicative relation of x with the elements of V. Let k denote the index of the next element of V to be tested.
The initial value of k is 1.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 4. Test x/ V(k) G oF. If it is not, go to 6. Else e := x/ V(k) is a unit. We check, whether e is independent of VU(l), . . . , VU(NU). If it is not, we go to 6. If it is, set NU := NU + 1, VU(NU) := e. For NU = r go to step 5 of Algorithm 1, else to step 1 of Algorithm 1. Though these tests for x are lengthy, they provide elements of very small norm very fast. However, from our computational experience, it is recommendable to eliminate elements of large absolute norm (> 1000). That elimination speeded up the algorithm quite a bit.
Besides the methods of Section 1 of this paper we need a routine for the calculation of the quotient q of two integers of oF. We compute the quotient by solving a linear system of equations for the coefficients of q represented by the integral basis «"...,«".
Remark. The more sophisticated method of Section 2 in [6] has not yet been incorporated into the program. We will use it in a forthcoming paper for the computation of the class number of F.
Step 4. Clear.
Step 5. This step was already discussed in [2] , [5] . Better lower bounds for RF from [6] made the computations a lot faster.
We conclude this section by adding two remarks which helped us to cut down the computation time. As already outlined in [2] , it is of advantage not to start with step 5 of Algorithm 1, until we are convinced that we have already obtained a system of fundamental units. Hence, having obtained r independent units we still go on constructing new units, check, whether they belong to (VU(l), . . . , VU(r)} and change VU, if necessary, to obtain a larger subgroup of the full unit group UF. If < VU(l), . . . , VU(r)} does not change any more for-let us say-ten new units, we assume that we are done and proceed to the verification part, i.e., step 5.
The important role of the choice of the integral basis co,, . . . , co" was thoroughly discussed in part I of this paper [6] . So, we usually start with a Minkowski-reduced basis [4] . If the search for r independent units is not successful in a reasonable number of transformations of the fundamental parallelotope, a change of the integral basis is recommended. Unfortunately we can hardly tell which basis will be optimal. As a rule of thumb we recommend to choose basis elements of small norm. Sometimes it is of advantage to make the largest conjugate of u¡ small (i = n, n -\, . . . , I) by subtracting suitable multiples of co(_" . . ., ax. This procedure follows the construction in quadratic number fields. In Q( Vm ), m = 2, 3 mod 4 square-free, for example, the basis 1, -[Vm ] + Vm yields much smaller norms than the reduced one 1, Vm . [3] . The tables are set up as follows.
Tables of Fundamental
Column 1 gives the number of the field for the subcase under consideration. Column 2 contains the field discriminant (by increasing order of magnitude of their absolute value).
Column 3 contains the coefficients a(1),..., a(n) of a generating equation fix) = x " + amx»-x + ---+a(n)ÎOTF.
Column 4 contains a Z-basis co,,..., co" of oF, in case the power basis 1, p, . . . , p"~ ' for a root p in/generates a proper subring of oF.
Column 5 contains a system of fundamental units of F. Each unit e is represented by its coefficients e(U,...,e(n) with respect to w,,.. ., «": e = e(1)co, + • • • + *<")«"■ Column 6 contains the regulator of F (up to 5 decimal places). Column 7 contains all intermediary fields between Q and F. Quadratic subfields are given explicitly, in case of cubic subfields we list the corresponding entry of Table I (i.e. 1.1.1, for example). Obviously column 7 needs to be used only in the cases « = 4, 6.
Column 8 contains the order of the torsion subgroup of the unit group U, if it is different from 2. Hence column 8 occurs only in subcase n = 4 = 2r2 or n = 6 = 2r2.
Remark. The occurrence of units with relatively large coefficients e(,,,... ,e(n) is due not to our choice of lattice points (which could have influenced the norm computation, see end of Section 1), but due to division of integers of F as outlined in Algorithm 2 of Section 2.
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